6.036: Midterm, Spring 2018

Do not tear exam booklet apart!

• This is a closed book exam. Calculators not permitted.
• The problems are not necessarily in any order of difficulty.
• Record all your answers in the places provided. If you run out of room for an answer, continue
on a blank page and mark it clearly.
• If a question seems vague or under-specified to you, make an assumption, write it down, and
solve the problem given your assumption.
• Write your name on every page.
• Come to the front to ask questions.
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Margin
1. (20 points) Here are some points and a hypothesis.

(a) Give parameters θ and θ0 for the separator, such that kθk = 1.
i. θ:
ii. θ0 :
(b) What is the margin of each point with respect to that separator?
i. Point 1:
ii. Point 2:
iii. Point 3:
(c) What would be the next values of θ and θ0 after one step of batch gradient descent where
the objective is
!
3
1 X
J(θ, θ0 ) =
Lhinge (y (i) (θT x(i) + θ0 )) + λkθk2 ,
3
i=1

with λ = 0 and step size = 1?
i. θ:
ii. θ0 :
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(d) What is the margin of the whole data set with respect to the new separator? Your answer
should be a single number (or fraction).

(e) What would be the next values of θ and θ0 after one step of batch gradient descent where
the objective is
!
3
1 X
J(θ, θ0 ) =
Lhinge (y (i) (θT x(i) + θ0 )) + λkθk2 ,
3
i=1

with λ = .01 and step size = 1 ?
i. θ:
ii. θ0 :

(f) What is the margin of the whole data set with respect to the new separator? Your answer
should be a single number (or fraction).

Now consider the situation when θ = [0, 1]T , θ0 = −1/2.
(g) What would be the next values of θ and θ0 after one step of batch gradient descent where
the objective is
!
3
1 X
J(θ, θ0 ) =
Lhinge (y (i) (θT x(i) + θ0 )) + λkθk2 ,
3
i=1

with λ = 0 and step size = 1 ?
i. θ:
ii. θ0 :
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Sources of error
2. (10 points) Recall that structural error arises when the hypothesis class cannot represent a
hypothesis that performs well on the test data and estimation error arises when the parameters
of a hypotheses cannot be estimated well based on the training data.
Following is a collection of potential cures for a situation in which your learning algorithm
generates a hypothesis with high test error.
For each one, indicate whether it can reduce structural error, estimation error, neither, or
both.
(a) Penalize kθk2 during training
structural error
estimation error

both

neither

(b) Penalize
during testing
structural error
estimation error

both

neither

(c) Increase the amount of training data
structural error
estimation error

both

neither

(d) Increase the order of a fixed polynomial basis
structural error
estimation error

both

neither

(e) Decrease the order of a fixed polynomial basis
structural error
estimation error
both

neither

kθk2

(f) Add more layers with linear activation functions to your neural network
structural error
estimation error
both
neither
(g) Add more layers with non-linear activation functions to your neural network
structural error
estimation error
both
neither
(h) Stop training before training error reaches 0
structural error
estimation error

both

neither

For each of the following situations, indicate whether the poor performance is due to high
structural error, high estimation error, neither, or both.
(i) Neural network has very low training error but high testing error.
structural error
estimation error
both
neither
(j) Neural network training error is persistently high, as is test error.
structural error
estimation error
both
neither
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Formulation
3. (18 points) We want to design a neural network to solve each of these problems. For each one,
indicate a good choice of:
• representation of target output values y
• activation function on the output layer
• loss function
Note: Write a mathematical expression for the loss function, not just the type of loss in
words. You can assume “guess” and “actual ” are scalars or vectors depending on context; use
subscripts on these variables to index the output if it is a vector.
(a) Predict when a train will arrive based on the day, time, and weather, in minutes relative
to the scheduled arrival time. If your prediction is after the train actually arrives, it has
loss 100. If before, then the loss is the number of minutes early you predict.
i. Representation of target output value:
integer
real number
one-hot vector
vector of values in {0, 1}
ii. Output activation function:
iii. Loss function (provide full equation):
Loss(guess, actual ) =

(b) Predict which items—out of 10,000 possible items sold by Things ‘R’ Us—a shopper will
purchase during one shopping trip, based on their previous shopping history. You care
only about whether or not an item is bought (not the quantity purchased), and any given
customer can order multiple items.
i. Representation of target output value:
integer
real number
one-hot vector
vector of values in {0, 1}
ii. Output activation function:
iii. Loss function (provide full equation):
Loss(guess, actual ) =
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(c) Predict the nationality of a person (out of 100 possible values) based on their walking
speed and clothing.
i. Representation of target output value:
integer
real number
one-hot vector
vector of values in {0, 1}
ii. Output activation function:
iii. Loss function (provide full equation):
Loss(guess, actual ) =
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Radial basis features
4. (28 points) We will consider a systematic way of creating a new feature space called radial
basis functions. To define the new features, we need a set of example points E = (E1 , . . . , Ek )
where each example Ei ∈ Rd where d is the dimension of the original input space. Our feature
transformation is:


exp(−βkE1 − xk2 )
exp(−βkE2 − xk2 )

φ(x) = 


...
2
exp(−βkEk − xk )
for some β > 0.
(a) What is the dimension of φ(x)?
(b) Consider the following concrete example:
d = 1, E = [[1], [2]], β = 1
Original data set X = [[0], [1], [2]], Y = [[+1], [−1], [+1]]
i. Is the data set X, Y linearly separable in the original space?
Yes
No
If yes, provide parameters that describe a separator, otherwise write ’None.’
ii. θ:
iii. θ0 :
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(c) On the axes below, plot the points φ([0]), φ([1]), φ([2]). Label them clearly.
This table may be useful:
v exp(−v)
0 1.0
1 0.37
2 0.13
4 0.02
8 0.0003

(d) Is the data set φ(X), Y linearly separable?
Yes
No
(e) If so, provide parameters that describe a separator.

i. θ:
ii. θ0 :
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One common strategy is to use the x values in the training set as E. We will do that in the
following questions.
(f) Now, in a 2D domain, the following plots show separators obtained for values of β ∈
{0.1, 1.0, 1000} using the perceptron algorithm. The shaded area corresponds to regions
of space that will be classified as negative.
Match the plot to the value.

Beta:

Beta:

Beta:

(g) In the data set above, the perceptron algorithm made 344, 42, and 162930 mistakes on
three of the runs, but we forgot which β values they corresponded to. Match the number
of mistakes to the β ∈ {0.1, 1.0, 1000}.
i. Mistakes: 42 Beta:
ii. Mistakes: 344 Beta:
iii. Mistakes: 162930 Beta:
(h) In the limit as β approaches ∞, what familiar form does this feature representation take?
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Now consider the case where we fix the number, k, of example points, but allow the coordinates
of the points to be adjusted by the learning algorithm. We can think of this as a kind of neural
network, parameterized by E1 , . . . , Ek as well as a k-dimensional weight vector W and offset
W0 , so that the output of the network is
ŷ = W T φ(x) + W0
(i) If our loss function on a single data point is Loss(ŷ, y) = (ŷ − y)2 , what is ∇W Loss(ŷ, y)?

(j) What is ∇E1 Loss(ŷ, y)? (Remember that

d
dt
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Shortcut connections
5. (14 points) In some neural-network models, it has proved useful to pass the input value, unchanged, into each of the subsequent layers, as shown in the figure below.

Wx2

Wx3

<latexit sha1_base64="L7LMn5ZAxKfstL6oJxP7FtswcvA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Ygl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH9wr+NUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0PfWbj6g0j+WdGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkN7tPD7VuueJW3RnIMvFyUoEcjW75q9OLWRqhNExQrduem5ggo8pwJnBS6qQaE8pGdIBtSyWNUAfZ7NgJObFKj/RjZUsaMlN/T2Q00nochbYzomaoF72p+J/XTk3/Isi4TFKDks0X9VNBTEymn5MeV8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbD4lG4K3+PIy8WvVy6p3e1apX+VpFOEIjuEUPDiHOtxAA3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A2O6OPg==</latexit>

W
<latexit sha1_base64="F2JPE/dSTUceCKNbdHnvfVcR9wE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXDype/Ufe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6vJ37zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3zUevW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxpSyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AEXMjVI=</latexit>
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WxL

<latexit sha1_base64="QTxodGepMVpFpYotC8shob/2THw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lst+3SzSbsTsQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKQw6LrfTmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+7dmzjVjPsslrFuhtRwKRT3UaDkzURzGoWSN8Lh9cRvPHJtRKzucJTwIKJ9JXqCUbSS3+g8PZx2yhW36k5BFomXkwrkqHfKX+1uzNKIK2SSGtPy3ASDjGoUTPJxqZ0anlA2pH3eslTRiJsgmx47JkdW6ZJerG0pJFP190RGI2NGUWg7I4oDM+9NxP+8Voq9iyATKkmRKzZb1EslwZhMPiddoTlDObKEMi3srYQNqKYMbT4lG4I3//Ii8U+ql1Xv9qxSu8rTKMIBHMIxeHAONbiBOvjAQMAzvMKbo5wX5935mLUWnHxmH/7A+fwB2nGOPw==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="pJnPCqt+hAFntE00TsJuhO7jd+0=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULugjYVFBM8EkjPsbSbJkr29Y3dPDEd+g42Fiq1/yM5/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXpgIro3rfjuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7p7y7d6/jVDH0WSxi1QypRsEl+oYbgc1EIY1CgY1weDXxG4+oNI/lnRklGES0L3mPM2qs5Dc6Tw83nXLFrbpTkEXi5aQCOeqd8le7G7M0QmmYoFq3PDcxQUaV4UzguNRONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOsumxY3JklS7pxcqWNGSq/p7IaKT1KAptZ0TNQM97E/E/r5Wa3nmQcZmkBiWbLeqlgpiYTD4nXa6QGTGyhDLF7a2EDaiizNh8SjYEb/7lReKfVC+q3u1ppXaZp1GEAziEY/DgDGpwDXXwgQGHZ3iFN0c6L8678zFrLTj5zD78gfP5AwBLjlg=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3ePhs58e3w99W5myM4sCuX796M4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8cKxhbaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHlS8+oe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZX8Vo8+1nuVqltzZyDLxCtIFQo0e5Wvbj9hWYzSMEG17nhuaoKcKsOZwEm5m2lMKRvRAXYslTRGHeSzYyfk1Cp9EiXKljRkpv6eyGms9TgObWdMzVAvelPxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRdFmSAmIdPPSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2n7INwVt8eZn49dpVzbs7rzauizRKcAwncAYeXEADbqEJPjDg8Ayv8OZI58V5dz7mrStOMXMEf+B8/gC1+44n</latexit>
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f

<latexit sha1_base64="Ffy1mjuFZztup7QcmfnhU/t4KHs=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxYOHCsYW2lgm2027dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb2dpeWV1bb20Ud7c2t7ZreztP+gkU5T5NBGJaoWomeCS+YYbwVqpYhiHgjXD4fXEbz4xpXki780oZUGMfckjTtFYyW928fG2W6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EprFTBoqUOu256YmyFEZTgUblzuZZinSIfZZ21KJMdNBPj12TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74kcY61HcWg7YzQDPe9NxP+8dmaiiyDnMs0Mk3S2KMoEMQmZfE56XDFqxMgSpIrbWwkdoEJqbD5lG4I3//Ii8U9rlzXv7qxavyrSKMEhHMEJeHAOdbiBBvhAgcMzvMKbI50X5935mLUuOcXMAfyB8/kD3UmOQQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NChRX/zZ42SJ7+y9/LFpsa0qAj8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3Yre/sPJsk04z5LZKJbITVcCsV9FCh5K9WcxqHkzXB4M/GbT1wbkah7HKU8iGlfiUgwilbym136eNatVN2aOwVZJF5BqlCg0a18dXoJy2KukElqTNtzUwxyqlEwycflTmZ4StmQ9nnbUkVjboJ8euyYHFulR6JE21JIpurviZzGxozi0HbGFAdm3puI/3ntDKPLIBcqzZArNlsUZZJgQiafk57QnKEcWUKZFvZWwgZUU4Y2n7INwZt/eZH4p7Wrmnd3Xq1fF2mU4BCO4AQ8uIA63EIDfGAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nzMWpecYuYA/sD5/AG3fo4o</latexit>

The forward pass is governed by the following equations:
a0 = x
T

a1 = f (W 1 a0 + W01 )
T

T

z l = Wal al−1 + Wxl x + W0l
al = f (z l )
Note that the second line above defines how to compute the output of the first layer, and the
third and fourth lines define how to compute the output of all subsequent layers for l = 2 . . . L.
(a) Let ml = nl−1 be the number of inputs entering layer l and nl be the number of outputs.
So, m0 is the dimension of the input vector.
What is the dimension of Wal for l > 1?
(b) What is the dimension of Wxl for l > 1?
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(c) Now we will think of the backward pass of back-propagation for the “linear” modules in
this network. Given ∂Loss/∂z l , al−1 , Wal and x
i. Write an expression for ∂Loss/∂al−1 .

ii. Write an expression for ∂Loss/∂Wal .

iii. Write an expression for ∂Loss/∂Wxl .
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Passive-aggressive algorithm
6. (10 points) The perceptron algorithm, through the origin, iterates through its data set, considering each point (x(i) , y (i) ), where x(i) ∈ Rd and y (i) ∈ {+1, −1}, and making changes to its
parameters θ based on that point. If the point is classified correctly, it makes no change. If the
point is not classified correctly, the algorithm performs the update:
θ = θ + y (i) x(i)
After this update, the data point x(i) , y (i) may still not be classified correctly.
(a) In two dimensions (when d = 2), provide values for θ, x(i) and y (i) for which this is the
case (there are many possible answers—any one will do).
i. θ :
ii. x(i) :
iii. y (i) :
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(b) The passive-aggressive algorithm is a variation of the perceptron algorithm which performs
an update for any point satisfying y (i) θT x(i) < 1. The update has the form
θ = θ + cy (i) x(i)
where c may be a function of x(i) , y (i) , and θ. We are interested in finding a minimal value
of c > 0 for which the data point will satisfy
T
y (i) θnew
x(i) ≥ 1 .

after the update. It turns out that the solution has the form:
c = α(1 − y (i) θT x(i) )
Give an expression for α that represents the smallest magnitude update that will cause
T x(i) ≥ 1 to be true. You may use θ, x(i) , and/or y (i) in your expression.
y (i) θnew
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Work space
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